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QUESTION 1

Your cluster\\'s mapped-site.xml includes the following parameters 

mapreduce.map.memory.mb 

4096 

mapreduce.reduce.memory,mb 

8192 

And your cluster\\'s yarn-site.xml includes the following parameters 

yarn.nodemanager/vmen-pmem-ratio 

2.1 

What is the maximum amount of virtual memory allocated for each map before YARN will kill its Container? 

A. 4 GB 

B. 17.2 GB 

C. 24.6 GB 

D. 8.2 GB 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You want a node to only swap Hadoop daemon data from RAM to disk when absolutely necessary. What should you
do? 

A. Delete the /swapfile file on the node 

B. Set vm.swappiness to o in /etc/sysctl.conf 

C. Set the ram.swap parameter to o in core-site.xml 

D. Delete the /etc/swap file on the node 

E. Delete the /dev/vmswap file on the node 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Your cluster is configured with HDFS and MapReduce version 2 (MRv2) on YARN. What is the result when you
execute: hadoop jar samplejar.jar MyClass on a client machine? 
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A. SampleJar.jar is sent to the ApplicationMaster which allocation a container for Sample.jar 

B. SampleJar.Jar is serialized into an XML file which is submitted to the ApplicationMaster 

C. SampleJar.Jar is sent directly to the ResourceManager 

D. SampleJar.Jar is placed in a temporary directly in HDFS 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Given: 

You want to clean up this list by removing jobs where the state is KILLED. What command you enter? 

A. Yarn application kill application_1374638600275_0109 

B. Yarn rmadmin refreshQueue 

C. Yarn application refreshJobHistory 

D. Yarn rmadmin kill application_1374638600275_0109 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You are migrating a cluster from MapReduce version 1 (MRv1) to MapReduce version2 (MRv2) on YARN. To want to
maintain your MRv1 TaskTracker slot capacities when you migrate. What should you do? 

A. Configure yarn.applicationmaster.resource.memory-mb and yarn.applicationmaster.cpu- vcores so that
ApplicationMaster container allocations match the capacity you require. 

B. You don\\'t need to configure or balance these properties in YARN as YARN dynamically balances resource
management capabilities on your cluster 

C. Configure yarn.nodemanager.resource.memory-mb and yarn.nodemanager.resource.cpu- vcores to match the
capacity you require under YARN for each NodeManager 

D. Configure mapred.tasktracker.map.tasks.maximum and mapred.tasktracker.reduce.tasks.maximum ub yarn.site.xml
to match your cluster\\'s configured capacity set by yarn.scheduler.minimum-allocation 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 6

Each node in your Hadoop cluster, running YARN, has 64 GB memory and 24 cores. Your yarn- site.xml 

has the following configuration: 

 

yarn.nodemanager.resource.memory-mb 

32768 

 

 

yarn.nodemanager.resource.cpu-vcores 

23 

 

You want YARN to launch no more than 16 containers per node. What should you do? 

A. No action is needed: YARN\\'s dynamic resource allocation automatically optimizes the node memory and cores 

B. Modify yarn-site.xml with the following property: yarn.nodemanager.resource.cpu-vcores 16 

C. Modify yarn-site.xml with the following property: yarn.scheduler.minimum-allocation-mb 2048 

D. Modify yarn-site.xml with the following property: yarn.scheduler.minimum-allocation-mb 4096 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

You are upgrading a Hadoop cluster from HDFS and MapReduce version 1 (MRv1) to one running HDFS and
MapReduce version 2 (MRv2) on YARN. You want to set and enforce a block of 128MB for all new files written to the
cluster after the upgrade. What should you do? 

A. Set dfs.block.size to 128M on all the worker nodes, on all client machines, and on the NameNode, and set the
parameter to final. 

B. Set dfs.block.size to 134217728 on all the worker nodes, on all client machines, and on the NameNode, and set the
parameter to final. 

C. Set dfs.block.size to 134217728 on all the worker nodes and client machines, and set the parameter to final. You do
need to set this value on the NameNode. 

D. Set dfs.block.size to 128M on all the worker nodes and client machines, and set the parameter to final. You do need
to set this value on the NameNode. 

E. You cannot enforce this, since client code can always override this value. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 8

You have converted your Hadoop cluster from a MapReduce 1 (MRv1) architecture to a MapReduce 2 (MRv2) on
YARN architecture. Your developers are accustomed to specifying map and reduce tasks (resource allocation) tasks
when they run jobs. A developer wants to know how specify to reduce tasks when a specific job runs. Which method
should you tell that developer to implement? 

A. Developers specify reduce tasks in the exact same way for both MapReduce version 1 (MRv1) and MapReduce
version 2 (MRv2) on YARN. Thus, executing p mapreduce.job.reduce-2 will specify 2 reduce tasks. 

B. In YARN, the ApplicationMaster is responsible for requesting the resources required for a specific job. Thus,
executing p yarn.applicationmaster.reduce.tasks-2 will specify that the ApplicationMaster launch two task containers on
the worker nodes. 

C. In YARN, resource allocation is a function of megabytes of memory in multiple of 1024mb. Thus, they should specify
the amount of memory resource they need by executing D mapreduce.reduce.memory-mp-2040 

D. In YARN, resource allocation is a function of virtual cores specified by the ApplicationMaster making requests to the
NodeManager where a reduce task is handled by a single container (and this a single virtual core). Thus, the developer
needs to specify the number of virtual cores to the NodeManager by executing p yarn.nodemanager.cpu-vcores=2 

E. MapReduce version 2 (MRv2) on YARN abstracts resource allocation away from the idea of "tasks" into memory and
virtual cores, thus eliminating the need for a developer to specify the number of reduce tasks, and indeed preventing the
developer from specifying the number of reduce tasks. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Assume you have a file named foo.txt in your local directory. You issue the following three commands: 

Hadoop fs mkdir input Hadoop fs put foo.txt input/foo.txt Hadoop fs put foo.txt input 

What happens when you issue that third command? 

A. The write succeeds, overwriting foo.txt in HDFS with no warning 

B. The write silently fails 

C. The file is uploaded and stored as a plain named input 

D. You get an error message telling you that input is not a directory E. You get a error message telling you that foo.txt
already exists. The file is not written to HDFS 

F. You get an error message telling you that foo.txt already exists, and asking you if you would like to overwrite 

G. You get a warning that foo.txt is being overwritten 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 10
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You are configuring a cluster running HDFS, MapReduce version 2 (MRv2) on YARN running Linux. How must you
format the underlying filesystem of each DataNode? 

A. They must not formatted - - HDFS will format the filesystem automatically 

B. They may be formatted in any Linux filesystem 

C. They must be formatted as HDFS 

D. They must be formatted as either ext3 or ext4 

Correct Answer: D 
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